The Vetiva Mini is an ultra lightweight, premium trimmer made to tackle the toughest grooming, surgery prep/IV prep, and wound care situations. Designed for veterinary clinic use, the Vetiva Mini is quiet, the blades are simple to change, and the seamless housing is easy to sanitize. Because we realize that veterinary trimming jobs require care and detail, the trimmer battery lasts for two full hours and can be used corded or cordless. The Vetiva mini is also equipped with speed control that increases blade speed to overcome blade jams and stalling when trimming in difficult situations.

The Vetiva Mini Replacement Blade is corrosion resistant and designed to hold up to the toughest jobs in your veterinary practice. The blade is simple to put on and take off and comes with an easy clean feature that helps with hair removal and sanitation. The precision shape of the Vetiva Mini Replacement Blade is perfect for hard-to-reach spots and cuts at a surgical #40 cut length.
VETIVA MINI KIT CONTENTS
Professional cordless trimmer
1 variable attachment comb (3-6mm),
Charging stand
Charging cord
Instruction book
Cleaning brush and blade oil

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
• One hand blade changes
• Corrosion resistant blades
• Easy clean blade feature allows simple hair and debris removal
• Hassle free trimmer sanitation
• 2 hour run time
• Use it corded or cordless

IDEAL FOR:
• Surgery prep/IV prep
• Wound care
• Professional grooming

LITHIUM ION  EASY SANITATION  2 HOUR RUN TIME  EXREMELY QUIET  1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY  30 DAY RISK FREE

SPECIFICATIONS

VETIVA
SKU # ................. 88420
COLOR .................. White
UPC .................. 0 43917 10965 7
SCC ............. 4 0043917 10965 5
Cord/Battery ................. Lithium Ion
Speeds .................. 1 Speed
Case Pack .................. 6
Manufactured .............. Hungary

Size (H x W x D) Inches
Pack ........... 8.2" x 6.7" x 2.7"
Case ............ 14" x 8.7" x 8.4"
Weight (oz. / lbs.)
Pack ............... 1.25 lbs.
Case ................ 7.6 lbs.

Lithium Ion 2 Hour Run Time
Extremely Quiet

REPLACEMENT BLADE
SKU # ................. 2168
UPC .............. 043917 11092 9
SCC ............ 40 043917 11092 7
Case Pack ............... 12
Manufactured .......... Germany

Size (H x W x D) Inches
Pack ........... 5.11" x 3" x .68"
Case ........... 7.87" x 4.33" x 3"
Weight (oz. / lbs.)
Pack ............... 68 lbs.
Case ................ 8.8 lbs.